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What happened in 1918?
median: 1.56. mean: 1.48.
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Here is Nielsen ratings (roughly represent the percentage of households
tuned in). Use the boxplots to award “best network”

a) ABC (top boxplot)
b) CBS (middle)
c) NBC (bottom)
d) There should be more than 1 winner
e) other
Discuss how to spin the statistics positively for each network: Here’s
good news, we are the best network because... In one of them, it may
be challenging to say something positive but truthful, but think creatively!

Which is true for CBS, the middle boxplot?

a) The mean is probably higher than the median
b) The mean is probably lower than the median
c) The mean is probably about the same as the median

collecting data: reproducibility, consensus, and random sampling if
possible
presenting data: entire data set versus numerical or visual
snapshots of it
expected value: weighted probabilities for decisions
mean and median: central tendencies
box plots: comparisons
regressions: correlations
confidence intervals: uncertainty in even the best polls

all can be subject to bias and distortion, and are definitely subject to
probability and random variations

Music Compatiblity

Music Compatiblity

Inferences and Regression
Karl Pearson statistics, eugenics
correlation coefficient r gives sign of slope of best fit line and a
measure of how well it fits the data

Picture citations: 1. Public domain
2. https://www.statisticshowto.datasciencecentral.com/probability-and-statistics/
correlation-coefficient-formula/
3. https://xkcd.com/1725/

Strength of the Relationship: r 2 percent
0 to 10% no
10% to 25% weak
25% to 65% moderate
above 65% strong
NOT a probability for correct nor a likelihood of on the line
measures the y -values distances via sum of squares as variation in
the dependent variable explained by linearity

Picture citations:
1. http://cs.wellesley.edu/˜cs199/lectures/35-correlation-regression.html
2. http://www2.nau.edu/mat114-c/ch3a.php
3. http://math.maine121.org/welcome/chapter-5/

Correlation versus Causation

Plausible? Analyze the data. Look for random sampling, consensus,
and confounding variables.
Do hours without sleep the night before an exam predict midterm
errors versus midterm errors causing hours without sleep the night
before an exam!

Correlation versus Causation

Plausible? Analyze the data. Look for random sampling, consensus,
and confounding variables.
Do hours without sleep the night before an exam predict midterm
errors versus midterm errors causing hours without sleep the night
before an exam!
Does one countries rating predict another?

George Gallup and the 1936 Election

Picture credit: 1. http://www.thegalluphouse.com/georgegallupbiography.html
2. http://www.unz.com/print/LiteraryDigest-1936oct31:4/

Nate Silver and the 2016 Election

“Data-driven predictions can succeed-and they can fail. It is when
we deny our role in the process that the odds of failure rise. Before
we demand more of our data, we need to demand more of
ourselves.”
sabermetics, elections, FiveThirtyEight
Picture credit: Danielle Levitt
https://www.out.com/out-exclusives/out100-2013/2013/11/05/nate-silver-espn-statistician-predict
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Nate Silver on the 2016 Presidential Election
Post-election view: Should never, ever trust polls again, as they proved
Secretary of State Clinton almost certain to win
Really: Polls showed an uncertain and volatile race with Clinton as a
modest favorite and President Trump with a chance
myth there was a catastrophic failure for the polls. Trump
outperformed his national polls by only 1 to 2 percentage points. He
beat his polls by only 2 to 3 percentage points in the average swing
state.
there were individual pollsters that had some explaining to do,
especially in Michigan, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, where Trump
beat his polls by a larger amount.
not some sort of massive outlier; the polls were pretty much as
accurate as they’d been, on average, since 1968
FiveThirtyEight: Trump a 3 in 10 chance of winning the Electoral
College. Others: 1 in 100

Confidence Levels
If there is little to no bias and truly a random sample, then x%
confidence interval is a numerical interval generated by a
procedure that x times out of 100 will produce an interval that
contains the true value for the entire population.

Gallup Positive Events for Investors Nov 7, 2018—https:
//news.gallup.com/poll/244268/positive-events-investors-buying-home-getting-married.aspx

Likelihood of the sample outcome—no way to know which intervals
contain the true percentage and which don’t
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Margin of Error

Garfield by Jim Davis https://garfield.com/comic/1999/03/12

margin of error gives a range the actual percentage is likely to be
within if the sample size is large enough. Higher confidence level
has a wider interval.
For a 95% confidence interval, a sample of size n will have margin
1
of error approximately √ ( conservative estimate).
n
A survey reports a margin of error of 3% at the 95% confidence
interval. Approximately how many people were surveyed?
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Gallup Polls

We check for overlaps in the intervals in order to evaluate the statistical
validity of headlines and statements in polls
versus

Gallup Polls

conservative margin of error: √
Gallup uses 2%

1
∼ .014 ∼ 1.4%
5011

Statistically Accurate Claim?
We check for overlaps in the intervals in order to evaluate the statistical
validity of headlines and statements in polls
“Desire to Migrate Rises in North Africa”
2017 lower boundary: 32 − 2 = 30%
2016 upper boundary: 28 + 2 = 30%

it could have stayed the same!

With regard to the 1936 Landon and Roosevelt election Literary
Digest poll, which predicted the winner as Landon
a) the sample size was not large enough
b) the sample was not diverse enough
c) Landon would have won—but Roosevelt’s win was due to a last
minute change in sentiment
d) other
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Literary Digest, October 31, 1936

Which of the following in the hw readings did you find most compelling?
a) inconsistencies in scaling can lead to false interpretations
b) the average American or average salary of Lakeside school can be
very misleading. Half of the people are not necessarily below
average.
c) sampling pitfalls such as convenience sampling, voluntary
responses, and asking unclear or misleading questions
d) other

Which of the following in the hw readings did you find most compelling?
a) inconsistencies in scaling can lead to false interpretations
b) the average American or average salary of Lakeside school can be
very misleading. Half of the people are not necessarily below
average.
c) sampling pitfalls such as convenience sampling, voluntary
responses, and asking unclear or misleading questions
d) other
collecting data: reproducibility, consensus, and random sampling if
possible
presenting data: entire data set versus numerical or visual snapshots of
it
all can be subject to bias and distortion, and are definitely subject to
probability and random variations
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